Focal epilepsy is conceived of as activating local areas of the brain as well as engaging regional brain networks. Graph theory represents a powerful quantitative framework for investigation of brain networks. Here we investigate whether functional network changes are present in extratemporal focal epilepsy. Task-free functional magnetic resonance imaging data from 15 subjects with extratemporal epilepsy and 26 age and gender matched healthy controls were used for analysis. Local network properties were calculated using local efficiency, clustering coefficient and modularity metrics. Global network properties were assessed with global efficiency and betweenness centrality metrics. Cost-efficiency of the networks at both local and global levels was evaluated by estimating the physical distance between functionally connected nodes, in addition to the overall numbers of connections in the network. Clustering coefficient, local efficiency and modularity were significantly higher in individuals with focal epilepsy than healthy control subjects, while global efficiency and betweenness centrality were not significantly different between the two groups. Local network properties were also highly efficient, at low cost, in focal epilepsy subjects compared to healthy controls. Our results show that functional networks in focal epilepsy are altered in a way that the nodes of the network are more isolated. We postulate that network regularity, or segregation of the nodes of the networks, may be an adaptation that inhibits the conversion of the interictal state to seizures. It remains possible that this may be part of the epileptogenic process or an effect of medications.
Introduction
Extratemporal epilepsy is a common form of focal epilepsy that is often treatment resistant (Kutsy, 1999) . It has also become increasingly apparent that focal epilepsy is a disorder that affects common neuronal networks beyond the seizure onset zone (Bertram, 2013; Fahoum et al., 2012; Flanagan et al., 2014; Laufs et al., 2011) .
Graph theoretic approaches have been widely used for brain connectivity analysis to quantify macroscopic structural and functional properties of brain networks (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Sporns, 2011) . Networks can be conceptualised within a framework of regular, random and complex networks. Regular networks display high local connectivity and low global connectivity, while random networks show the opposite pattern with low local connectivity and high global connectivity. Complex networks show an optimised balance between local and global connectivity (Latora and Marchiori, 2001; Watts and Strogatz, 1998) .
The human brain displays a complex network topology with a smallworld and scale-free configuration (Oh et al., 2014; van den Heuvel et al., 2008) , with many nodes facilitating local functioning and a fewer set of nodes subserving global information processing (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) . Deviates from such a complex network topology towards randomness or regularity in the human brain may serve as a marker of neuropathology (Stam, 2014) .
Graph analysis of the large-scale neural network topology is of particular interest in epilepsy research, as it may improve our understanding about epilepsy as a network disorder in which several normal and abnormal brain nodes are interacting with each other dynamically. Several studies have investigated functional brain network changes during focal seizure periods using different modalities such as electroencephalography (EEG; Ponten et al., 2007; Schindler et al., 2008) , electrocorticography (Kramer et al., 2010; Vega-Zelaya et al., 2014) , and magnetoencephalography (Ibrahim et al., 2014) . Findings of these studies suggest that seizure onset and seizure propagation phases are associated with an increase in local network connectivity and a decrease in global connectivity processes, thus resembling regular network activity. It has been suggested that inter-ictal functional networks in focal epilepsy may be more regular than that of healthy controls (see van Diessen et al., 2014 for a meta-analysis), but studies applying graph theoretic analysis in task-free functional MRI data (fMRI) are lacking in specific cohorts such as extratemporal focal epilepsy.
A proper characterisation of the interactions between brain regions is crucial to a contemporary understanding of focal epilepsy. To this end, we use a graph theory-based functional connectivity approach applied to task-free fMRI data to investigate functional network properties in subjects with extratemporal epilepsy.
Materials and methods

Subjects and ethics
In total, 41 adult subjects were included in the study: 15 subjects with extratemporal epilepsy (mean age: 31.1 ± 11.7 years, 8 female) and 26 healthy controls (mean age: 31.4 ± 9.6 years, 14 female). Age and gender were not different between groups (this was tested using a two-samplet-test assuming unequal variance and 5000 random permutations with p-values of 0.92 and 0.98, respectively). Information of age of seizure onset, number of antiepileptic drugs and surgery is provided in Supplementary Table 1 . Only focal epilepsy patients with a non-temporal neocortical seizure onset were included in this study. Based on structural imaging, 8 patients were MRI-negative while 7 patients were MRI-positive with imaging features of a subtle focal cortical dysplasia on their structural MRI. All MRI-negative patients are also suspected to have a uniform onset likely to be associated with focal cortical dysplasia, despite negative imaging. With regard to the seizure-onset areas, 7 subjects had a frontal lobe onset and 4 subjects had a seizure onset in central cortices, while 4 subjects had seizure onset in posterior brain regions (including temporo-parieto-occipital junction onset). No subjects had structural imaging features of hippocampal sclerosis. The Austin Health Human Research Ethics Committee approved the study, and all subjects gave written consent to participate in the study.
Imaging parameters
All subjects were scanned on a Siemens MRI at 3T system (Skyra/ Trio, Siemens, Erlanger, Germany). Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional imaging parameters were as follows: 44 slices with 3 mm thickness; TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 85°, voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm and an acquisition matrix of 72 × 72. T 1 weighted images were also acquired during the same session for coregistration to functional images.
Data pre-processing
Ten minutes of task-free fMRI data (200 volumes) was used for analysis for all subjects. No EEG was recorded during the scans; hence we cannot exclude the presence of interictal epileptic discharges during the scans. None of the focal epilepsy subjects experienced an ictal event during the scan, based on post-scan interview. SPM8 (Friston et al., 2011; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and DPARSF (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 2010 ; http://rfmri.org/DPARSF) toolboxes, both in MATLAB R2013a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,United States), were used for pre-processing purposes. The functional images were slicetime corrected, realigned and co-registered to the anatomical T 1 -weighted images before segmentation was conducted using DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007) . The fMRI time-series were further detrended and the average signals associated with the cerebrospinal fluid and white matter regions, in addition to 24 motion parameters (Friston et al., 1996) , were regressed out from the data. No global signal regression was used. Images from all subjects were normalised to the common Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (3 mm 3 voxels).
A narrow band-pass filter was used with cutoff frequencies of 0.03 and 0.07 Hz. Task-free fMRI data in this frequency range contain minimal noise and physiological confounds (Glerean et al., 2012) , while possessing reliable and biologically meaningful network information (Achard et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2012; Schroter et al., 2012) . Average in-scanner head movement was not different between focal epilepsy patients and healthy controls. This was tested using a two-samplettest assuming unequal variance and 5000 random permutations (p = 0.47). In order to preserve the continuity of the original BOLD signals, and equal number of timepoints for all subjects, volumes with head movement higher than 0.5 mm were omitted and replaced by the average timeseries of their nearest neighbours. Head movement estimates were calculated using a framewise displacement algorithm (Power et al., 2012) .
Graph theory analysis
An in-house network analysis pipeline was used implementing Matlab codes from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT: Rubinov and Sporns (2010) ; https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/Home). The preprocessedtask-free fMRI data (Fig. 1A ) of each subject was divided into sub-regions using a brain mask consisting of 278 nodes. This mask was derived from a previous study that used functional connectivity data from 78 healthy individuals to form functionally homogenous brain regions (Shen et al., 2013) . The parcellation mask was used because of its biological plausibility for task-free fMRI analysis and accurate spatial grey matter boundaries (see Fig. 1B ). Subsequently, these 278 segregated brain regions were represented as nodes in our network framework. After averaging the time-series within each node (Fig. 1C) , a Pearson correlation score was calculated between all nodes to determine their pair-wise functional connectivity strength. This step resulted in a symmetric connectivity matrix of size 278 × 278 for each individual where each element was associated with a correlation score between the mean time series of two regions in the functional connectivity mask (Fig. 1D ). The resulting individual connectivity matrices ( Fig. 1E) were Fisher3s R to Z transformed (Mudholkar, 2004) .
The connectivity matrices were tested on a range of different threshold levels to negate the issue of semi-arbitrary network thresholding (Langer et al., 2013 -Fig. 1F ). Here, changing the density of the networks controlled the threshold levels. The network density denotes the percentage of the pair-wise connections (i.e., edges) in the network that survive after thresholding. Here, a network density of 5-30% highest correlation coefficients was preserved with a 1% edge increment for each threshold step, resulting in a total of 26 network thresholds for each subject. The chosen network density range has previously been reported to contain biologically plausible information about brain functional networks (Dennis et al., 2012; Fornito et al., 2010) . After thresholding, the matrices were binarised such that the pair-wise correlation values above the given threshold were marked as 1 (connection between nodes) and others were set to 0 (no connection between nodes).
Local network properties (network segregation)
To assess local connectivity properties, i.e., network segregation, we firstly used the local efficiency(LE) metric (Latora and Marchiori, 2001) . LE is defined as the inverse of the shortest path length between connected nodes that are neighbours with the node of interest. The shortest path is defined as number of steps, or links, between network nodes. Clustering coefficient (CC norm ) was also used (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) . The clustering coefficient estimates the degree of triangular connected nodes around the node of interest, obtaining an estimate of graph cliquiness. The clustering coefficient was normalised by dividing the original clustering coefficient values with a random clustering coefficient estimate (random clustering coefficient scores were estimated by randomising the original correlation matrices 20 times for every subject), resulting in a normalised clustering coefficient(CC norm ) score. The modularity(MOD) index is estimated based on how greatly subcommunities of nodes (i.e., modules) in the network are overlapping (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . The MOD index subsequently gives an estimate of relative isolation of sub-communities in the network.
Global network properties (network integration)
To estimate global network functioning, or network integration, global efficiency (GE) was calculated. GE takes the inverse of the shortest path length between nodes, giving a value of the relative quality of information travel between all nodes in the network (Latora and Marchiori, 2001) . Betweenness centrality(BC) is a metric that measures the relative importance of a node within the network, i.e., neural hubs. The BC estimates the fraction of the shortest paths that travel through each node. In turn, nodes that relay information in a range of network-wide nodes will have a high BC. See Rubinov and Sporns (2010) , for a full overview of the metrics used in this study.
Network cost-efficiency
Neural networks strive to optimise local and global neural functioning for lowest possible (metabolic) cost (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) . To quantify cost-efficiency tradeoffs of functional brain networks, we used two different estimates of network cost. The first cost parameter denoted the number of functional connections in the network, assuming that an increase in the number of connections will lead to a more cost-expensive network. The second cost parameter was derived from the length of functional connections (Euclidean distance) between nodes that were interconnected in the network (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Fornito et al., 2011) . Euclidean distances between all functionally connected nodes were calculated based on the centre-of-mass coordinates for all nodes in the MNI space. In this context, we assume that the average Euclidean distance between functionally connected nodes represents the relative cost of the network, i.e., longer connections are more costly than short connections. Subsequently, averaged local cost-efficiency(CE loc ) over all nodes in the network can be defined as (Fornito et al., 2011) :
and average global cost-efficiency(CE glob ) over all network nodes is defined as (Fornito et al., 2011) :
A high score of CE loc / CE glob is indicative of highly efficient network functioning at the local/global scale with minimal connection cost. The LE and GE estimates in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) always take values within the range of 0-1. We also normalised the pair-wiseEuclidean distances by their maximum value over all possible combinations resulting in a numerical range between 0 and 1. Network density estimates also range from 0 to 1, where 0 is a non-connected network and 1 is a fully connected network.
Statistical analysis
For each of the seven measures used in this study (LE, CC norm , MOD, GE, BC, CE loc and CE glob ), a subject-dependentnetwork-wide value was obtained by averaging the measure over all graph nodes. Two-sample permutation t-tests assuming unequal variances between the two groups (epilepsy vs. controls) with 5000 non-parametric permutations were performed to quantify group differences at each of the 26 thresholds (see also Section 2.4). For each permutation, group labels were randomly assigned to all subjects and the shuffled population was divided into two random groups. The graph measures were then extracted from each randomised combination leading to a non-parametric distribution under the null hypothesis of no-difference between epilepsy and control groups. To control for multiple comparisons over 26 thresholds (within-measure variability) and 7 network measures (between-measure variability), False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction using a q-value of 0.05 was applied to all p-values derived from our analysis (26 thresholds × 7 measures = 182 p-values). To further estimate the reliability of group effects, standardised effect sizes and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for all metrics.
Network models
To assess how network metrics behave under different network topologies we simulated a complex, regular and random network. The complex network model was derived from an independent dataset based on group averaged task-free fMRI data from 26 healthy control subjects (Crossley et al., 2013) , freely available online (BCT: GroupAverage_rsfMRI.m-https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/datasets). This network consisted of 638 nodes and a network density of 9.14%. Regular (BCT: makelatticeCIJ.m) and random (BCT; makerandCIJ_und.m) matrices were constructed with the same number of nodes (n = 634) and network density (9.14%) as the complex network model (see Fig. 2 for the three network models).
We ran LE, CC norm, MOD, GE, and BC for the three generated network models (Fig. 2) . LE, CC, MOD and BC had highest values in the simulated regular network (LE regular = 0.88, CC norm−regular = 8.15, MOD regular = 0.71, BC regular = 4227) over the complex (LE complex = 0.75, CC norm−complex = 5.97,MOD complex = 0.47, BC complex = 1026) and simulated random networks (LE random = 0.44, CC norm−random = 1, MOD random = 0.11, BC random = 582). GE was highest in the random network configuration (GE random = 0.55) compared to regular and complex networks (GE regular = 0.26 and GE complex = 0.44). For all the metrics, complex network estimates lie between the random and regular networks highlighting integration/segregation tradeoffs in biological networks. These results are consistent with previous work on regular, random, and complex networks (Latora and Marchiori, 2001; Watts and Strogatz, 1998) .
Results
Network metrics between focal epilepsy subjects and controls
An increase of LE was seen in the extratemporal focal epilepsy group compared to healthy controls (Fig. 3A) with 10 of 26 network densities statistically significant after FDR correction (median effect size = 0.90, CI 95% of 0.16-1.65). CC norm was significantly higher in focal epilepsy subjects compared to controls for 23 of 26 network density thresholds (FDR-corrected). Median effect size for CC norm was 1.21 with CI 95% of 0.41-2.01. Focal epilepsy subjects also displayed increased network MOD versus controls (Fig. 3B ) in 4 of 26 density thresholds (FDRcorrected) with a median effect size of 0.76 and CI 95% of 0.05-1.48. No statistically significant differences were seen between focal epilepsy subjects and healthy controls for GE (median effect size = −0.53, CI 95% of 0.15 to −1.23 - Fig. 3C ) and BC (median effect size = 0.56, CI 95% of −0.12-1.25 - Fig. 3D ).
Network cost-efficiency
CE loc was significantly higher in focal epilepsy compared to controls in 10 of the 26 network density thresholds computed after FDR correction (median effect size = 0.84, CI 95% of 0.12-1.32 - Fig. 4A ). CE glob was not statistically different between groups (median effect size = −0.63, CI 95% of 0.09 to −1.82 - Fig. 4B ).
Discussion
Focal epilepsy and increased network segregation
Since the advent of using graph theory to extract network information from neuroimaging data, attempts have been made to apply graph theory to focal epilepsy (see van Diessen et al. (2014) for an overview), providing evidence that epilepsy is a disorder affecting neural networks (Engel et al., 2013; Richardson, 2012) . There is still, however, a gap in the literature when it comes to building reliable network models to specific epilepsy cohorts. We used an fMRI graph theory based approach to delineate whole-brain network effects between subjects with extratemporal focal epilepsy and healthy controls. To this end, we used multiple network density thresholds with permutation testing (Fig. 1) and demonstrated increased local network segregation (measured with clustering coefficient, local efficiency and modularity) in patients with focal epilepsy compared to healthy controls (Fig. 3A-C) . Increased MOD suggests that sub-communities of nodes are isolated, while increased CC norm together with LE indicates excessive 'cliquiness' between neighbour nodes in this particular patient group. Based on our simulation results (Fig. 2) , we confirm that these network features are characteristic of a brain topology that is shifted towards a regular as compared to a complex network topology (Latora and Marchiori, 2001; Watts and Strogatz, 1998) . A regular network consists of nodes Fig. 2 . Network models -regular (left), complex (middle) and random (right) networks.
that are more isolated and fragmented (Fig. 2 -left) than a complex or random network (Fig. 2 -middle and right) . Although all biological networks are inherently complex (Sporns, 2011) , parameters such as network regularity and randomness may be useful indicators of network alterations in disease states (Stam, 2014; Stam and van Straaten, 2012) .
Focal epilepsy -a fault tolerant network view
To maximise the fault tolerance of the network, i.e., maintaining overall network functioning despite local network disruption (Dubrova, 2013) , an 'unhealthy' node in an adaptive network is best to detach itself from the wider network. Simulation data based Fig. 3 . Whole-brain local and global network differences between extratemporal focal epilepsy subjects (red line) and healthy controls (blue line). Regular and random networks are displayed with black dotted and solid line respectively. A) LE. B) CC norm . Note that the random networks for CC norm have a value of 1 for all 26 thresholds as CC norm incorporates random networks (see Section 2.5). C) MOD. D) GE. E) BC. on our network models outlined in Fig. 2 show that a regular network is more robust to local network damage than a complex or random network (see Supplementary Fig. 1A ). This indicates that regular networks are more fault tolerant. Although the underlying biological mechanisms of our finding of a more regularised network topology in focal epilepsy is unknown, we postulate that a neuromechanistic process of fault tolerance that segregates network nodes may prevent the brain from continuously seizing, and in the event of a seizure, prevent seizure spread. Perilesional cortex contains neurons with aberrant firing patterns, giving them a propensity to seize (Neubauer et al., 2014) . Neuronal processes that contain or counteract these abnormal epileptic effects, such as network fault tolerance, may result in 'isolation' of perilesional cell structures, thus preventing focal seizure instigation and spread.
Support for the idea that elevated network regularity is related to focal epilepsy mostly comes from studies using electrophysiological measures. Network segregation (regularity) is likely to constitute a spatio-temporal signature of onset and propagation stages during focal seizures (Ibrahim et al., 2014; Kramer et al., 2010; Ponten et al., 2007; Schindler et al., 2008; Vega-Zelaya et al., 2014; Warren et al., 2010) . Luo et al. (2014) report that fMRI connectivity between the seizure onset area and its immediate neighbour areas is increased in frontal lobe epilepsy patients, while connectivity between the seizure onset area and more distant areas is decreased. This effect did not differ between epochs with and without epileptic activity on simultaneously recorded EEG. Le Van Quyen et al. (2003) also proposed a model where the seizure onset area isolates itself from the wider network preictally. These studies support our finding of increased network segregation in focal epilepsy and suggest that these phenomena may be an important aspect of preventing the conversion of the interictal state to a seizure.
Focal epilepsy and network cost-efficiency
To obtain physically meaningful information of networks, we explored cost-efficiency of local and global network properties (Achard and Bullmore, 2007; Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012; Fornito et al., 2011) . To our knowledge, costefficiency of networks has previously not been reported in epilepsy. Our results demonstrate that patients with focal epilepsy display high local network efficiency, at low cost, compared to healthy controls. Increased local cost-efficiency is different from graph theory as it incorporates physical properties of the brain (distance between functionally connected nodes) rather than an abstract model of all nodes. The finding that local network properties are also altered using this parameter in focal epilepsy; and is related to regularised network functioning (Fig. 4A -black dotted line) supports the idea that these changes are biologically real and not simply a feature of the graph theory model. In the context of running cost and energy budgeting of the human brain (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001) , regular networks are (metabolically) cheaper to run on a day-to-day basis mainly due to inefficient global information travel within this particular network configuration (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) . It is therefore tempting to speculate that high cost-efficiency represents an adaptive neural process that may contribute to high fault tolerance of networks in focal epilepsy. It may be that this is at the price of optimal network capability and function.
Worthy of note is that cost-efficiency measures peaked around a network density of~10% (Fig. 4) , which is in contrast to LE, CC norm , MOD, GE and BC that increased/decreased proportional to the number of connections in the network, i.e., network density (Fig. 3) . This finding is similar to Fornito et al. (2011) and suggests that cost-efficiency measures may be used to estimate optimal network functioning in a graph theory framework.
Spatial resolution of macroscopic functional networks
Network models using fMRI data typically contain between 50 and 200 nodes (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) , which makes spatial characterisation of network properties challenging compared to voxel-level fMRI (N50,000 nodes). All metrics used in our study are computationally exhaustive rendering this problem non-trivial. Using sparse graphs and increasingly efficient algorithms (Konganti et al., 2013) may help in obtaining a voxel-level interpretation of graph networks (Zuo et al., 2012) . Functional networks with high node resolution that are robust enough for single-subject analysis may help in delineating whether network isolation in focal epilepsy is a product of the seizure focus detaching itself from the wider network, or represents a networkwide effect. Whether treatment effects or chronic seizures influence these network findings cannot be examined in this cross sectional study of chronic epilepsy patients.
Conclusion
Patients with extratemporal focal epilepsy show more 'isolated' network nodes than healthy controls. This finding of increased network segregation is consistent with previous research recorded during focal seizures and is indicative of a potential network marker of focal epilepsy. We postulate that an isolated network configuration may constitute a brain mechanism that prevents instigation or spread of focal seizures.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx. doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2015.05.009.
